How to find us

To reach our offices at Corrensplatz by bus, take the M11 Metroline or the X11 express bus to the Ehrenbergstrasse stop, or take buses 101 and M48 to the Von-Laue-Strasse stop. From the Ehrenbergstrasse stop walk down the street by the same name. From the Von-Laue-Strasse stop walk along Boetticherstrasse. Both are about eight minutes’ walk to Corrensplatz.

The Thielplatz underground station (line U3 Nollendorfplatz - Krumme Lanke) is a 10-minute walk to Corrensplatz. There also stop the buses M11 and 110. Exit the underground station at the head of the train destined for Krumme Lanke and walk along Faradayweg and Thielallee.

The nearest S-Bahn station is Lichterfelde West. During the day, the S1 (Oranienburg - Wannsee) stops there every 10 minutes. It’s about 15 minutes’ walk down Knesebeckstrasse, Unter den Eichen (turn left) and (after the traffic light) Von-Laue-Straße to Corrensplatz.
**DB From Berlin Hauptbahnhof**

... you can take the Berlin Stadtbahn to Friedrichstraße train station. Then take the Stadtbahn S1 (direction Rathaus Steglitz/Wannsee) til the Lichterfelde West stop. Total travel time is about 45 minutes. From there it is about 15 minutes to Corrensplatz on foot, as described above.

**From Berlin-Tegel Airport (TXL)**

... it is easiest to reach Corrensplatz by bus. Take Bus 109 headed to Zoologischer Garten til the Olivaer Platz stop. Transfer to Bus 101 headed to Zehlendorf, Sachtlebenstrasse til the Von-Laue-Strasse stop. Total travel time is about 65 minutes. From there it is about eight minutes to Correns-platz on foot, as described above.

**By car**

... you can get to Corrensplatz via the AVUS from the Hüttenweg access road. Go along Hüttenweg until you reach Clayallee and turn right. After crossing the first major intersection, take the first left onto Garystrasse, which leads straight to Corrensplatz.

When approaching from Stadtrring Süd (the southern beltway) follow the BAB 103 after Kreuz Schöneberg in the direction of Steglitz until it ends (at the Schlosstrasse junction). Follow the B1 (Schlosstrasse, Unter den Eichen), go through the tunnel at the Habelschwerdter Allee/Drakestrasse intersection, and turn right immediately into Boetticherstrasse.

**Up-to-date time tables** and the **rapid transit network** can be looked up on the Internet through [http://www.vbb-fahrinfo.de/](http://www.vbb-fahrinfo.de/) and [http://www.bvg.de](http://www.bvg.de). A detailed online map of Berlin is provided by [http://www.berlin.de/stadtplan/map.asp](http://www.berlin.de/stadtplan/map.asp).

**The FEA recommends that its guests travel by public transport!**